THE NEW ADVENTURES OF
JIMMY & SAM THE DOG
THE BATTLE OF JIMMY’S DOUBTS
SCREENING NOW!
ON A YOUTUBE CHANNEL NEAR YOU
FEATURING:
DJ JOHNATHAN THURSTON
BERYL FRIDAY &
SAM THAYDAY (AS SAM THE DOG)
Every day counts.
WELCOME TO THE NEW ADVENTURES OF JIMMY AND SAM THE DOG.

THIS TIME IT’S ALL ABOUT JIMMY OVERCOMING HIS DOUBTS AND LEARNING WHAT CAN BE ACHIEVED BY GOING TO SCHOOL EVERY DAY...

JIMBO, BRO, WE KNOW YOU’RE FREAKIN’ OUT ABOUT THE ROBOT COMPETITION AND ALL THE WORK YOU GOTTA DO BY YOURSELF.

SO JUST FORGET ABOUT SCHOOL TODAY! LOOK, THIS PROJECT IS...

DON’T GO JIMMY!!

IT’S MONDAY, AND THAT WOSMA, CRAZY LITTLE VOICE IN JIMMY’S HEAD IS TRYING TO GET HIM TO WAS SCHOOL.

BUT JIMMY’S WAY TOO SMART TO FALL FOR YOUR SAMMEN TRICKS.

THIS ROBOT COMPETITION’S NOT THAT B.I.G., AND ANYWAY, JIMMY’S DEADLY TEAM WILL HELP HIM.

WHO YOU CALLIN’ WOSMA, YOU WALKING FLEA MOTEL?!

THAT FUNNY LITTLE GUY WITH THE CHICKEN LEGS AND WADDY TOO TIGHT PANTS IS RIGHT, JIMMY.

THERE’S PLENTY OF PEOPLE ON YOUR TEAM TO HELP Y.A.

COUNT ME IN! I’VE.Fixed A FEW LITES IN MY TIME ... HOW HARD COULD A ROBOT BE?
BUT ... FIRST UP — YOU NEED A GOOD FEED.

NICE LOOKING KAIKAI UNCLE! I CONSIDER MYSELF A BIT OF A CULINARY ARCHAEOLOGIST DIGGING UP DEADLY BONES TO START MY DAY ...

... BUT THIS MORNING I WOULDN'T SAY NO TO A BITE OF THAT ALL-STAR BREAKFAST THEY'VE GOT THERE. THEY NEED IT TOO, THEY'RE BOTH LOOKING LIKE ZOMBIES!

THAT'S BECAUSE I WAS TAGGING THEM IN VIDEOS ALL NIGHT, WATCHING CUTE CATS IS SO MUCH BETTER THAN LISTENING TO BOOZED-UP, OLD DOGS ...

CHECK IT OUT JIMMY! THIS IS HOW YOU MAKE A BREAKIE THAT SETS YOU GOING.

NO WAY! THAT JUST LOOKS LIKE A MOUTHFUL OF ROTTEN TEETH. THAT'S ABOUT AS GOOD FOR YOU AS A SUNDAY THAI DAY TACLE!

TOO TRUE, LITTLE-SUPER SUY. YOU NEED A PROPER HEALTHY BREAKIE TO GET THAT ROBOT BUILT NOT SOMETHING FROM DISASTERCHEF!

YOU CAN'T BE RUNNING OUT OF STEAM IN THE SECOND HALF ...

... AND AN EARLY NIGHT FOR BOTH OF YOU TONIGHT — SETTING SOME ZEDS WILL HELP WITH THE X'S.

AAAA! GOOD ONE JIMMY, HE MADE IT TO SCHOOL. BUT ... NOW HE'S WORRIED ABOUT SHOWING THE NEW TEACHER HIS ROBOT ASSIGNMENT, AND ASKING FOR HELP TO FINISH.

HE'S SWEATIN' LIKE THE OPPOSITION DO WHEN JT'S LINING UP A KICK.
SCHOOL SHOPS

NO WAY, JIMMY! ROBO-DOO, DON’T GO ANY CLOSER! THAT NEW TEACHER LOOKS HEAPS SCARY...

... SHE’S NOT GONNA HELP YOU!

HOLD UP! DON’T LISTEN TO HIM, JIMMY. THAT TEACHER’S NOT SCARY AT ALL. THAT LOOKS LIKE STAR NETBALLER BERYL FRIDAY!

HE’S RIGHT, JIMMY! TEACHERS LIKE ME ARE PART OF YOUR TEAM, JUST LIKE YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS.

HEY, THAT TEACHER IS PRETTY DEADLY!

AND WITH HELP FROM THE REST OF HIS TEAM, JIMMY’S ROBOT’S LOOKING PRETTY GOOD... #ROBOTTEAMGOALS

THE NEXT DAY...

HANG ON! NOW HE’S GOT A COUPLE OF FELLAS IN HIS CLASS SHAMING HIM ABOUT HIS ROBOT AND HE’S STRESSIN’ ABOUT GOING TO SCHOOL ON THE FINAL DAY OF THE COMPETITION.

WATCH OUT BRO! THEY’RE A COUPLE OF PRETTY SCARY FELLAS...

WHY DON’T YOU JUST SKIP SCHOOL AND HEAD FOR THE SHOPS INSTEAD...
WAIT! DON’T LET THOSE FELLAS STOP YOU FROM GOING TO SCHOOL. THEY’RE JUST TWO NOOBS IN A BIG COAT!

AND YOU’VE GOT PLENTY OF MATES TO HANG OUT WITH AT TONIGHT’S ROBOT COMPETITION.

LATER THAT NIGHT...

LOOKS LIKE JIMMY’S WEEK WAS A RIPPER! HE ROCKED UP EVERY DAY!

HE SAVED HIS DOWS THE BOOT ... AND SCORED HIMSELF A TROPHY!
DID YOU KNOW?

In Queensland, there used to be more than 100 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages and dialects spoken. Wow! Today, only about half of those are used.

Language is important, it’s how we communicate. Try posting on social media, or texting, or emailing without language. So on try it. See, pretty hard, hey?

In Australia, there are about 250 different Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages, plus many dialects.

I’m from Up North, in the Torres Strait, and up there we speak a form of Creole.

In this comic we use some words you may recognise from your mob. If some are unfamiliar, congratulations! You’ve learnt something new today. I’ve included a glossary (below) to help you out — #BasketCaseDog.

So remember: language is vitally important to our culture, as is going to school every day.

After you read this deadly comic, make sure you check out the latest animation in the awesome adventures of Jimmy & Sam the Dog series. Both can be downloaded at url below.

Budda: Brother
Deadly: Cool, Great
Gammin: Not Good/Silly
Kaikai: Food
Womba: Crazy
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THE NEW ADVENTURES OF JIMMY AND SAM THE DOG

IN THIS ISSUE JIMMY AND SAM ARE TACKLING SOME NAGGING DOUBTS. WILL JIMMY GIVE IN TO THAT WOZA - CRAZY - J-DOUBT VOICE IN HIS HEAD TELLING HIM TO WAS SCHOOL - OR WILL HE LISTEN TO SUPER JIMMY AND WORK ON HIS ROBOT, WIN THE COMPETITION AND MAKE IT TO THE DISCO WHERE JOHNATHAN THURSTON IS ROCKIN’ THE DECKS.

LUCKY FOR JIMMY HE HAS A GOOD TEAM BEHIND HIM: TEAM EDC (EVERY DAY COUNTS). SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AND SUCCESS TAKES A TEAM EFFORT AND FORTUNATELY JIMMY HAS HIS UNCLE, HIS TEACHER (AND FORMER NETBALLER BERYL FRIDAY), AND THAT CHEEKY DOG SAM BACKING HIM UP.

WHO’S ON YOUR TEAM? IT DOESN’T MATTER HOW BIG YOUR TEAM IS, WHAT MATTERS IS KNOWING THERE ARE FAMILY, FRIENDS, TEACHERS AND SCHOOL STAFF ALL HAPPY TO HELP.

AND, REMEMBER, EVERY DAY COUNTS AT SCHOOL.

Every day counts.
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